Father Junipero Serra, a Saint?
April 6, 2015 by Liz Fisher 4 Comments
“It is important to be aware, especially when exploring Native
American spiritual beliefs, of the often brutal treatment Native
Americans have received historically at the hands of Europeans
and others who came to North America. It is also important to
understand that many social problems which occur in Native
American communities (both urban and on reservations) can be
traced directly to historical and often ongoing discriminatory
treatment.” [Read more…]
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In January of 2015 Pope Francis declared his intention to canonize the Franciscan Friar
Junipero Serra, who is known by some as the Columbus of California and Father of the
California Missions. Native Americans object to his canonization.
History tells us the missions were oppressive. Many indigenous people died because of
the brutal treatment they received. Of the 80,000 baptized by the end of the mission era
in the 1830s, 60,000 had died, of whom
25,000 were children under 10 years old.
On Easter Sunday members from a variety
of California tribes from around the state
gathered near the unmarked burial sites of
their ancestors located on the Carmel
Mission grounds. This is the mission where
Fr. Serra is interned.
Because of its association with resurrection
this High Holy Day for the Catholic Church
was picked for the indigenous ceremony. The gathering’s expressed purpose was to
remember and honor, or resurrect, these ancestors by extending love to them and
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sympathy for all they had suffered. Those participating feel the Catholic Church is
ignoring the people they colonized.
I attended the ceremony. Many prayers and feelings of sadness were shared. While a
desire for reconciliation and forgiveness was expressed, acknowledgment of the truth
about the behavior of Serra and the others who operated the missions was demanded.
Canonization of Serra is seen as doing exactly the opposite.
On February 24, 2015, Valentin Lopez, Chairman, Amah Mutsun Tribal Band sent a
letter to Pope Francis asking him to rescind his decision to canonize Fr. Serra. It is well
worth reading as it details the grievances of Native Americans with supporting
descriptions of the brutal treatment indigenous people received at the hands of the
Spanish clergy. It includes quotes from Fr. Serra’s own writings calling for sadistic
punishment of those who had been captured and enslaved.
Full text of the letter is posted at: http://amahmutsun.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/02/Letter_to_Pope_Francis_re_Serra.pdf
At the ceremony, participants claimed they felt
betrayed by the action, their humanity not respected.
I agree. By honoring Serra as a moral leader, the
Church is sanctioning behavior that in no way honors
the dignity and worth of each human being, a UU
principle. Lopez comments: “How Fr. Serra is worthy
of public veneration based upon actions most people
would consider to be evil is unfathomable.”
The damage this treatment inflicted is not only in the
past. It continues in the lives of the descendants of
those who were tortured and murdered. This is called
historic trauma.
Father Junipero Serra, courtesy of the
California Department of Parks and
Recreation
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From Lopez’ letter:
“Current Tribal members continue to suffer from the impact of cumulative
emotional and psychological wounding, which is otherwise known as historic
trauma. This trauma resulted from the generations of physical and emotional
brutality as well as the attempted cultural and spiritual genocide of all California
native people. Our ancestors endured this brutality not only during mission times
but this legacy continued during the Mexican and American periods. Historic
trauma also results from the fact that from mission times to the present our
legitimate past and our humanity as indigenous people have never been truly
acknowledged by any governmental or religious organization.”
Why should this matter to UU Pagans? In 1995 we included as one of our sources of our
living tradition “the Spiritual teachings of Earth-centered traditions.” The Covenant of
UU Pagans was a key voice in the educational and advocacy efforts that lead to the
successful inclusion of this additional source.
In Rise Up and Call Her Name (the curriculum I authored which was published by the
UU Women’s Federation in 1995, reissued 2007)) we honor Native Americans. A
cultural sensitivity note from Rise Up states:
“It is important to be aware, especially when exploring Native American spiritual beliefs,
of the often brutal treatment Native Americans have received historically at the hands of
Europeans and others who came to North America. It is also important to understand
that many social problems which occur in Native American communities (both urban
and on reservations) can be traced directly to historical and often ongoing
discriminatory treatment.”
The drumming and singing that was offered throughout set the sacred tone of the
ceremony. Many shared moving accounts of their family stories. One woman spoke of
her grandmother having been sexually trafficked and noted the worldwide current
trafficking of women that continues. Another spoke of the cruel treatment his mother
received in the boarding school she was forced to attend, where it was forbidden to
speak native languages. Many prayers where offered in the variety of languages that
were represented, with encouragement to continue to learn and speak in these original
languages.
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The message delivered by one of the speakers captured the attitude I felt from the
diverse group of indigenous identified people attending: “We must live our lives without
anger, hatred or violence. Based on our history, it is not easy to live life without anger; it
is not easy to live our lives without hatred; it is not easy to live our lives without wanting
reprisals, revenge, or violence. But we all know it has never been easy to be Native
American.”
This situation demands we exercise our own ethical authority. Holding up Fr. Serra as a
moral leader is an insult to American Indians. Because the Vatican is a global opinion
shaper, the action taken by the Pope has far reaching impact. Attitudes toward
indigenous peoples around the world will be affected. It is vital that those of us who
embrace earth-centered spirituality recognize the viewpoints these protests are voicing,
giving these people who have suffered so much in the past and present the respect they
deserve.
Comments

Toypurina Carac • a year ago
Thank you, Liz for your objective and critically thinking commentary on the trauma our
ancestors endured and we still live with, in the form of racism and suppression on a
daily basis. This is an orchestrated effort to "Tell The Truth" about the Papal Bulls,
Doctrine of Discovery and the Inquisition tactics of Junipero Serra. If you wish to learn
more of our global campaign, please log on to our petition link :
http://petitions.moveon.org/si... we have gathered over 5,000 signatures. The
canonization of Junipero Serra celebrates slavery, rape and genocide, pure and simple.
The "romantic mission structures" represent death camps to our ancestors and harbor
evil spirits, not grace.
Hopefully, attending yesterdays ceremony helped you understand why Native Peoples in
this land, stolen from us violently have such a difficult time identifying ourselves as
"Americans". We can't "celebrate thanksgiving" or recite the pledge, without being
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reminded of how our ancestors were tortured and killed over our homeland and the
Doctrine of Discovery/Manifest Destiny.
We were here living peacefully with mother earth for thousands of years before Europeans
arrived and enslaved tortured and killed our ancestors. It isn't the history taught in the 4th grade
in California. The U.S. Government calls it "European Contact" we call it Genocide.
Anyone that tells us to "forget and move on" is in denial; Telling the Truth is the beginning of
healing for the Church, as well.
Thanks again for your objective commentary.
In Solidarity,
Toypurina Carac

Elizabeth Fisher Toypurina Carac • a year ago
Greetings Toypurina, Thanks for your comments and supplying the petition link.
I appreciate you pointing out why it is preferable to use Native Peoples when talking
about the indigenous ancestors. The ceremony did indeed demonstrate the grief the
descendants feel. Being involved in the songs and ceremony that honored those who
suffered was powerful for me. Historical trauma is something that needs to be
acknowledged so reconciliation and reparations can occur. .

Turtle Heart • a year ago
Dear M. Fisher...well said your description and observations on this issue. The voice of
American Indians on issues like this is very rarely heard, especially in any detail. I am an
Ojibway man who lives, for some years now, over in Italy. Many honourable American
Indian delegations, over many years, make visits to the offices of the Pope. They are
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rarely, if ever in fact, received. Though that protest was all the tribal members and
communities of that area, it was such a small number. Will the "new Pope" take a
moment to hear about this? Any statement sent to a Pope in Rome goes through dozens,
perhaps even more, filters, evaluations and priorities. Pope Francis models himself over
a Catholic priest from long ago who would have made sure he heard the voices of those
tribal people. Maybe if we can add more voices, more pressure....I agree that it is not
right to reward such a violent "leader". Readers may not know that, at that time, Pope
Borgia signed an official "papal bull" that declared officially that American Indians are
not human beings with souls. A papal bull has the force and intent of law. That papal
bull has never been withdrawn or cancelled, though many delegations have visited
Rome....this Pope might be one Pope who could do it, if he actually is allowed to see this
message from these people. There is no question about the fact that there is an
empowered faction within the church of Rome that would refuse to pass a statement
from these folks along, perhaps even put it in the trash, long before the actual Pope had a
chance to see it.

Elizabeth Fisher Turtle Heart • a year ago
Greetings Turtle Heart, I really appreciate your taking the time to comment. Thanks for posting
this valuable information about the Pope Borgia "papal bull." Shocking and tragic. Today in our
local paper there is an article entitled "Vatican goes on offensive to defend the Rev. Serra." The
article says there are plans to remove the statue of Fr. Serra from Congress' National Staturary
Hall and the Vatican is objecting. They say taking the statue away is unfriendly to Hispanics and
not in the spirit of multicultural welcomes. To me, this a very twisted argument.
I am writing a letter to the editor which has to be very short but will again challenge this
decision. I may be able to mention the "papal bull." They say Pope Francis really wants this
canonization which is indeed sad. Unfortunately, I think he knows about the opposition to the
canonization that is being raised by Native Peoples. This is why it is important for all of us to
state our objections. Best, Liz Fisher
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